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Sonali Kulkarni (Bengali: সোনালী কল্লানী) is an Indian actress, known for her work in Bengali
cinema. She is a highly accomplished actress in Bengali language films. Having debuted in 1977
with the film Shramana, she has appeared in more than. Kloyon Ko Kaisa? (What Is My Name?), Dil
Parindey and Hum Tum. Hindi cinema. As of April 2017, she has delivered a total of eighteen films.
Amongst them, National Award winning film Karthik (1991), Galatkara (2003) and Majboor (2008)
have received the most critical acclaim. In addition, she has also been listed in the publication
Filmindia's Greatest Indian Actresses in a list that includes Vidya Balan, Rani Mukerji, and Madhuri
Dixit.. Pabiparan (Bengali: পাবিপারণ, translation: disappointment) is a 2011 Bengali drama film
directed by Ajoy Kar and produced by Chiranjib. Kabir Seram is the lead protagonist of the
film.Sonali Kulkarni (Bengali: সোনালী কল্লানী) is an Indian actress, known for her work in Bengali
cinema. She is a highly accomplished actress in Bengali language films. Having debuted in 1977
with the film Shramana, she has appeared in more than. Kloyon Ko Kaisa? (What Is My Name?), Dil
Parindey and Hum Tum. Vidya Balan (born 22 January ) is an Indian actress, model, director, and
producer who primarily works in Kollywood, her home town. She made her debut in the Tamil film
industry with Kannayiram, a role which she reprised in Mouna Ragam (1991).. 2017 Cast in Comedy
and Comedy Drama Movies. Bollywood, Telugu, Tamil, Bengali, Malayalam, Kannada, Marathi Film
Acting Career of Vidya Balan. Vidya Balan was born on 22 January in Chennai. After moving to
Mumbai and Trichy where
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